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GERMANS KNOW THEIR LAST HOPE IS VANISHING

Following is script of broadcast to be delivered
at 8 p,m, (B.S.T.) from Radio Belgique tonight by
M, Gutt, Belgian Minister of National Defence; -

Three months have elapsed, since I last spoke to you. You have been told

the reason for this, I experienced, difficult moments in hospital, but each

tine I felt oppressed or that my strength was leaving me, I said to myself:
"I must return to a free Belgium, I must sec my wife again, I must hear

Brussels cockney spoken in Brussels and not only at Eaton Square, I must see

the Germans chased from the country and the scoundrels kicked in the pants, n

I said this to myself with all my strength and I can assure you, my friends, that

thoughts of this kind help one immensely. It helped me to such an extent that

I now have the pleasure of speaking to you.

Everything is not unpleasant in a hospital roar. One thinks more clearly

when one is away from one* s dossiers. Details disappear and one sees only the

general picture - at night I could, hear Big Ben, the great Westminster clock

which you hear each night from Radio London and which tolls the destinies of

England - I heard Big Ben casting the hours into eternity, where they Join the

centuries and the millenaries, And. I no longer thought of the war in terms

of days or weeks or square kilometres of occupied, territories, I saw, with

absolute clarity, the curve of the conflict, I saw the allied, assets increasing,
and. those of Germany decreasing.

I do not know whether I an right. I always prefer to speak to you when

things look black, than when all is well, in fact, they never went wrong, since

that memorable date of the 15th September, 1940, that witnessed the aerial

defeat of the Germans and the crumbling of the Blitzkrieg dream.

From that day, we have been certain that Germany will not be victorious.

But since that day also, we have worked with all our might, to make sure that

she will be vanquished.. It has taken tine, me had to reverse the proportions
of the forces, Nell, you know whence each one came from. Germany was at the

height of a force of military aggression and of moral disintegration built up

over the course of years.

The Allies I need not speak to you of then. Since three years...

since two years, especial ly, we have witnessed the slow progress of the Allies

and the rapid decline of the Germans, When were the two lines on a level?

Probably this Summer, when the last German offensive in Egypt was launched.

But immediately before that, the situation was clear, and the Germans knew that

in this see-saw gone, Germany would be dashed to the ground.
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I told you that four months ago, and added that the hemmed-inanimal would pounce

again with the energy of desperation* It has done so. Me have witnessed the German

offensive in Russia, announced since the Spring; the culminating point was the

battle for Stalingrad or, more exactly, for the LowerVolga, The Russians, whom

we know to be inferior to the Germans in material, especially in aviation material,
have resisted with a courage and a tactical science which would have increased our

admiration for them, had that been possible*

At the moment when I an speaking to you, Stalingrad has not been on taken, whereas

the Germans forecast its fall in the first place by the end of last month, than by
the 21st September, Will it be so, and will von Bock he able to say, adopting the

words of that real German, Marshal Blucher, when he spoke of London: "Was for

plunder!", The splendid Russian defense allow hope* But even if Stalingrad were

taken, it would ho too late* Too late, those two words which the allies cane up

against in the ‘beginning of the war, and against which the Germans are being broken

today. Too late to fulfil, this year, the offensive against Moscow which failed

last year. And the Germans know full well that their last hope is vanishing because

each month increases our strength in comparison with theirs*

Most certainly, Hitler had made great plans: Moscow', Alexandria and, through
the Caucasus, Asia, where his bloody hand would have grasped that of the Japanese,
his colleagues in crime and treachery* But, unfortunately, the peculiarity of.

promised lands is that one dies before one reaches them* The death of Hoses* is

of all deaths which remain possible for 'Hitler, the most respectable one he can

envisage.

Whether the Germans reach the Volga or not, it will be free one day. Do not

stop at that name which wall not main for very long on the nap of the war* One day

you will see on that map the Don, the Dnieper, the Bug and the Vistula, You who

listen to me, you will see the Germans, beaten, racross these rivers which they

forded, as they thought, as victors, while in the Most, the Rhine will convoy to

the sea nesses of corpses marked with the swastika, just as the sewers carry far

from the cities the masses of filth which light have poisoned than*

That is why today I no longer wish to speak of the war. From this very day,

our thoughts must go to the morrow' of our liberation.

M. Spaak has told you in what spirit we contemplate that morrow how we are

gathering all the materials necessary for the reconstruction of Belgium, to add thou

to those which you have collected yourselves* For collaboration - Collaboration

with a C ! - of all wills, and ofall good wills will certainly not be too much to put

our country on its feet once more, materially and morally.

But apart from that, we have immediate duties; we must already ensure the

revictualling of the country, as its liberation progresses, in the first place its

re-victualling in foodstuffs, in vitamins and in medicaments and then its

revictualling in raw materials* This implies, I need not toll you, a problem
of supply and a problem of transport*

I can toll you that wo have had, months ago already, conversations, the object
of which was. to organise these post-war revictuallings, and that conventions which

have already boon concluded ensure for Belgium upon her liberation, the

delivery of all the necessary wheat.
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No more than before the war, will the Belgian boats suffice to supply

us. In this respect, agreements will have to bo reached with the other

allied fleets, But it was essential, both from the point of view of the

actual revictualling and from that of the resumption of our economical

activity, to replace, as far as possible, the tonnage of Belgian shipping
which has been sunk by the Germans, A geoat effort has been made in this

direction* The tonnage lost in 1940 has been replaced to a great extent,
both by new ships built in Ingland and by older ships bought from the U.S,A, .

They all went into Service some months ago, Soon an important part of the

tonnage lost in 1941 will also be replaced,

You know that today ships are more precious than anything and that on

the other hand, almost all the raw materials are rationed so as to increase

to the maximum the allied war effort. This will enable you to visualize

the importance of the material results achieved forthwith, do are making

similar preparations in other spheres. Moreover, the officers and sailors

of the Belgian Section of the Royal Navy are ensuring, forthwith, for the day
of the return to Belgium, a qualified personnel to sweep the nines from our

coast and our ports.

None of you inclines, I an sure, that on the morrow of the war all the

barriers will fall, and that everyone will buy and transport freely what he

wishes. The German dream of domination and the base onslaught which resulted

from it have accumulated in the world too many ruins to make that possible
before a long tine has elapsed. But we will see that, as soon as the

Germans have been swept from our country, Belgium may live again, breathe

again and regain her strength* gradually re-establish her economy and set to

work again - to real work, in freedom, .

BELGIAN GOVT. PRESS BUREAU
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